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Editorial

 Science & Technology is the backbone of global growth and development. 
India has always been a source of knowledge and innovation for the world. The traditional 
and vedic knowledge of our nation rivals the modern science in every aspect, but does not 
receive the amount of recognition it deserves.  Since its inception, Swadeshi Science 
Movement is working to put forward the Swadeshi Sciences, with the vision to interlink 
traditional and modern sciences with natural & spiritual sciences, for a holistic growth. 
As Science & Technology develops and new knowledge comes to light, it is paramount 
to bring this information amongst the masses for acceptance, enlightenment and scientific 
consciousness. An informed society is an asset to the nation - as it breaks superstitions and 
malpractices, builds structural thinking amongst the people and paces the nation’s growth.  
Any discovery results from the pursuit of knowledge and every innovation is the application 
of knowledge. Superstitions often stem from the fear of the unknown and lack of knowledge. 
The recent global situation of widespread panic due to lack of awareness during the 
threat of Coronavirus disease  or COVID-19  pandemic,  reinforces  the importance 
of dissemination of scientific and technological knowledge amongst the masses. 
Swadeshi Science Movement of India has been involved in bringing science closer to the 
society. In this regard, the society is releasing online publication “E-Swadeshi Vigyan 
Patrika”, with the aim to connect the people with latest scientific knowledge/innovation of 
the nation. Considering the current scenario, the magazine is releasing its very first edition 
as a Special Issue with focus on “COVID and Environment”. The issue provides 
information on  Corona (COVID-19) pandemic & it’s battling sectors alongwith new invention, 
the spread of disease, its ecological impact, preventive measures, testing and treatment process, 
etc., for general awareness.  The issue also discusses important topics of food security 
and impact of soil pollution on food chain & human health, environmental pollution - 
waste disposal challenges & solutions, fuel from waste products, advances in mushroom 
preservation, ecological balance through Vedic knowledge, rejuvenation of Mowa 
lake, clinical research in Ayurveda and herbal intervention for primary healthcare.
The E-Swadeshi Vigyan Patrika will thus continue to act as a bridge between the 
scientific community and the society by bringing the important latest scientific research 
and knowledge for societal development and building scientific consciousness amongst all.
                                      

Dr.  Atul Kumar Agarwal                                                           Sh. Roshan Agarwal
Sr. Principal Scientist                                                      CEO
CSIR-CBRI, Roorkee                                                     Siddhast IP Innovation (P) Ltd. &
Uttarakhand                                                                                      Gen. Secretary (Officiating),SSM’D

On behalf of the Editorial Board
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  All Connected Rejuvenation of Mowa Lake: 
  A Case Study of Raipur Smart City Limited 

 *Madhukar Swayambhu
Email : msswayambhu@gmail.com

*Research Head & Founder Member, Vedic Cownomics (P) Ltd.; 
Developed Cownomics Technology for Ecological Restoration of Soil, Water and Air & Winner 
of “Water Heros Contest” of the Deptt. of Water Resources, RD & GR of Ministry of Jal Shakti, 
Govt of India (2019).  
   

Figure-1 Telibandha lake in Raipur

 The City of Raipur has been a rich urban landscape with impeccable blend of 
natural opulence of rivers, rivulets, lakes and ponds spread amidst of the urban modern 
city with residential complexes, parks, malls, airport, railways and industrial townships.
 But in the quest for rapid urbanization there has been a flipside as well. The 
increasing population and industrialization has left the natural landscapes ignored 
and thus the administration started focusing on restoration and maintenance of the 
water bodies & creating new parks and urban jungles and oxy zones across the city.
 After the Telibandha Lake – more popularly known as the marine drive of the city, 
Mowa Lake has been one of the most prominent WATERBODIES in the city due to its 
geographical location near the civil lines, the legislative assembly 
(Vidhan Sabha) and poshest residential area of the city.
 Administration has been taking utmost care for maintenance of the Water body, but the 
conventional ways have been repeatedly proven to be tedious, time-taking, expensive and 
causing a lot of trouble for the commuters and the local residents due to disruption in traffic. 
Moreover, the conventional ways have also been ineffective in the sustainability quotient.
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Mowa Lake Profile
 Spread over almost two (2) hectares, Mowa is a 
magnificent lake in the heart of the city. It is surrounded 
by the residential colonies in the suburbs of the other-
wise quite localities, but with a dense population. It has 
the main roads surrounding the lake from two sides of 
the embankment with moving traffic. The lake is used for 
various water related religious ceremonies and festivals 
like Ganesh Visarjan, Durga Visarjan and Chhath Festivals.

Figure-2 Mowa lake surface covered with weed before 
treatment
Mowa Lake – the surface was majorly covered with Water 
weeds of sorts

Background & Blunders
 Just about two (2) years back, in the year 
2017, the whole Lake was decanted, desludged and 
refilled, but it was back in a mess in just two years 
of time. The residents had many issues including –

●  Rapidly growing algal bloom, weeds and Water 
lilies cover the surface of the pond, preventing contact 
with the atmosphere and the entry of sunlight into the 
water. Therefore, the aquatic ecosystem is extinct.

●  The foul smell of decaying biomass, the bad odor 
of waste water, fills the perimeter area with rotten egg 
smell of hydrogen sulphide and induces negative energy.

●  Itching by the touch of water is a sign of microbial 
contamination. That means microbial biological
contamination has to be dealt with, besides 
chemical pollution of sewage flowing in from the 
colonies surrounding the water-body.

● Increasing numbers of mosquitoes were 
raising the risk of vector-borne diseases
And this was all due to a straight issue – sewage.

Consistent Cause

 Sewage is linked to the human population. 
Population is always on a rise in rapidly urbanizing cities 
and each human being generates a minimum of 33 liters 
of sewage every day on the most conservative estimate, 
this is one issue that has to be solved because sewage 
production can’t be reduced or stopped. Sewage 
is a result of our modern urban lifestyle in which we 
extensively use two chemicals in abundance, namely 
ammonia and phosphates.

● Ammonia is also useful in the everyday life, 
since it is an ingredient in fertilizers, used in rocket fuel, 
drinking water purifier and industrial food processing 
additive. Ammonia has been used around the household 
for decades; despite it is being also dangerous if not 
used properly. Ammonia can eliminate stains & tarnish 
and can also be used against hard-to-remove soap build 
up in tubs, sinks and bathroom tiles. It can also remove 
tarnish from silver, brass and gold jewelry. So basically 
ammonia is good for cleaning anything that won’t work 
on other cleaners (i.e. clothing stains, carpet stains).

● Naturally occurring inorganic phosphates are 
found in virtually every living thing which means 
its key source is food and food waste, and synthetic 
phosphates are used in a wide variety of applications, 
including cleaning and baking products, as well as 
fertilizers. In addition to cleaning products, phosphates 
have a dizzying number of other uses. They may be 
found in water-based paints and coatings, metal polishes, 
flame retardants, processed foods, personal care products, 
pharmaceutical products, and more. For example, STPP is 
used to preserve the moisture & flavor in shrimp and ham.

 Thus, the key ingredients of our sewage are 
ammonia and phosphates, excess of which causes 
phenomena called “eutrophication” in water-bodies. And 
due to eutrophication, the weeds develop and cover the 
surface, which in turn makes an anaerobic environment in 
Water helping pathogenic microbes to grow and eventually 
the water-body dies with sludge in the bottom, water in 
between and weeds / algae covering the top surface.

Sustainable Solution

 Now the only way we can get rid of this continuous 
production of sewage is – to make sewage a part of 
solution instead of the problem and to convert 
it into an asset instead of liability. And this 
can only be done through ecological process. Thus the 
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Raipur Smart City Limited planned to go unconventional 
and work on something more holistic, to try out an ecological 
solution of restoration instead of the conventional 
approach of physics, chemistry or bio-remediation. 
So they adopted the Cownomics© technology of in-situ 
restoration through ecology for restoration of Mowa Lake.          

                                                   

Figure-3 Satellite image of Mowa Lake from 
Google Earth

Project Profile

Name of the pond - Mowa Lake
Location - Dubey Colony, Raipur, Chhattisgarh
Longitude, Latitude - 21 ° 16’ 05.4 “ North, 81 ° 40’ 20.2” 
East
Aquatic Area - 4.68 Acres
Project Name - Ecological Restoration of the Lake
Basic problem – bad odor, algal bloom and mosquito and 
aquatic pests and weeds
Technology – Cownomics©  

Beginning

 The restoration project officially started from 
16 October 2019, with quite a fan following at the 
inauguration being participated by who’s who of the city 

from Mayor Mr. Pramod Dubey, Councilor Mr. Jasbir 
Singh Dhillon, Mr. Sanjay Sharma & Mr. Anshul Sharma 
from Raipur Smart City Limited, and Social activists 
like Dr. S.N. Madheria and Mr. Raj Kiran representing 
his NGO, apart from many other dignitaries. The event 
was widely covered by print and local TV media too.

Process

Figure-5 Cownomics concentrate being diluted In fresh 
water tanker

Figure- 6 Diluted concentrate being released in Lake

 The process was quite simple, designed for ease 
of execution by any urban local body. Administration was 
to arrange for two (2) tankers of five thousand (5000) 
liters each with pumps and pipe to release the Water in the 
water-body after dilution of Cownomics© Concentrate in 
the said tankers and the process was done. The Quantity, 
Frequency and Potency (QFP) of the concentrate was to 
be monitored, calibrated and decided by the technology 
owners – M/s. Vedic Cownomics Private Limited, Delhi.

After effects
 17 October 2019 – within mere 24 hours of the 
treatment, the entire foul smell had diminished from 
the whole vicinity & catchment area. A close obser-
vation of the water lilies shows (as in the figure no.2) 
that the leaves had started to decay. And the itching 
from the touch had also miraculously disappeared.Figure-4 Project commencement ceremony
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 19 October 2019 – The viscosity was reduced 
and the color of water had become much lighter 
than before. The observatory team even spotted 
some small fishes on the embankment area. Decay 
of the weed leaves continued and the surface could 
be spotted in between the dense weed infestations.

 21 October 2019 – By  now, local residents had started 
using the lake for daily usage, from bathing to washing 
closes and utensils and so on. Three out of four key issues 
(foul smell, itching and mosquitoes) were already resolved 
in mere three days. As the weeds have covered major portion 
of the surface, the process was to take a longer period, 
but the action was continued and decomposition of the 
weed leaves was finally observable with naked eyes.
The project went on for a month and the problems 
were resolved to a massive extent. But the real test of 
time with zero possibility of any loophole was about to 
come in the form of a festival – The Chhath Festival.

(Pratyusha) of the Sun are offered. These rituals are 
rigorous and are observed over a period of four days. They 
include holy bathing, fasting and abstaining from drinking 
water (Vratta), standing in water for long periods of 
time, and offering prasad (prayer offerings) and arghya 
to the setting and rising sun. Some devotees also perform 
a prostration march as they head for the river banks.
Environmentalists claim that Chhath is the most 
eco-friendly Hindu festival and the entire Puja is observed 
on the banks of a waterbody. The devotees performing the 
Puja have to offer arghya while standing half submerged 
in the water and the process starts way before dawn, some-
where around 3 am, so they’ve to be in water for almost 
6-7 hours. Thus if there’s any impurity or discomfort 
in water, it would surely get highlighted.

 The Puja was due on 2 November, 2019, and 
everyone from project team of our administration 
were waiting anxiously to give this test of time to 

Chhath Puja

 Is an ancient Hindu Vedic 
festival historically native to the 
Indian subcontinent, more 
specifically, the Indian states of 
Bihar, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh, 
Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh, 
in India and the Madhesh region of 
Nepal. The Chhath Puja is dedicated 
to the Sun and Shashthi devi (Chha-
thi Maiya) in order to thank them for 
bestowing the bounties of life on 
Earth and to request the granting 
of certain wishes. This festival is 
essentially observed by Nepalese and 
Indian people, along with their diaspora 
historically, but now it is 
common across India and 
even Indian settled abroad. 

The festival is dedicated to worship 
the Chhathi Maiya  (Shashthi Mata) 
and The Sun God Surya along with 
his consorts Usha and Pratyusha – the Vedic Goddess of 
Dawn and Dusk, respectively. It is believed that the main 
sources of Sun’s powers are his wives Usha and Pratyusha. 
In Chhath, there is a combined worship of both the powers
along with the Sun. In the morning, worship of the 
first ray (Usha) of the Sun and in the evening, last ray 

Figure-7 Devotees on Lake after completing Chhath Puja 

this unconventional treatment process, newly adopted 
by them. Good part was that the occurrence of the 
festival was within the period of the treatment. 
And then finally came the due date of Puja. The devotees 
were there on the banks of the Lake and the Puja went 
on pretty well. The devotees were there since dawn 
and were absolutely happy with the quality of water. 
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Completion

Figure-8 Collected Water sample on each day of treatment for comparison

 In this reservoir revitalization case study for this astonishing revelation, an attempt has been made 
to show every water sample taken throughout the month by simultaneously showing the change occurring.
It can be observed in the picture above, how as the treatment process progresses, the color of the sample 
becomes lighter and eventually approaches its natural tone and texture. Although this color will be different 
in each water-body, as the soil & aquatic ecology and biodiversity of each water-body is different, still the 
difference between the colors being dark to lighter tone can easily be differentiated in the picture above.
In the same proportion, Water also becomes lighter (less viscous) and healthier.

Figure-9 Before & after treatment visuals of the lake

Reference:-

 https://smartwatermagazine.com/blogs/madhukar-swayambhu

*******
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